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Satisfied or refunded Quality is our mission, we stand behind our products. Top-notch support Our experts are available for your needs Secure payments We take security seriously and offer highly secure options Why settle for one color this holiday season when you can have multicolor LED Christmas lights? 1000Bulbs.com has the most lights for you
to choose from to make this year the happiest and brightest. If you're looking for a short, 10-ft. strand to frame a doorway or a longer, 30-ft. wire to encircle a tree, you'll find them all here. You'll get anywhere from 35 to 70 bulbs per string with maximum connections up to 100 sets. Whether you want green wire, white wire or black wire, we've got
what you're searching for. With more options to choose from than any other online lighting retailer, 1000Bulbs.com is your go-to source for LED multicolor Christmas lights! Richard L.Firstly, I purchased two products from Litlamps and an ultimately extremely satisfied. One of the products I was unable to use because I couldn’t get the cord from
inside. I let the comps know and they immediately responded, and sent me a replacement lamp! Stellar customer service!LeMaster R.Great light- very calmingTIMOTHY M.Great lamp. small, unobtrusive, and the perfect amount of light.Lance G.Cool once you get it takes a while Suzette M.I love the light but it leans to the right and I can' t seem to get
it to stand straight?Philip D.Super cool. Looks great in our bar. Highly recommend.Michael G.The grandkids love it.Bowers K.Exxxtra fun. . .Dan K.Have two dark corners in my apartment that I felt this would be perfect for. It is! Easy to assemble and operate.Christian C.They look incredible and easy to assemble!Gayle N.I LOVE the lamp. It's perfect
for what I wanted. But better yet, the customer service is amazing! I'm used to waiting SO long for an order to arrive these days, but the shipping was surprisingly fast. It arrived damaged AND they immediately sent a replacement lamp. I can't speak highly enough about these folks and the lamp.debra n.Oh WOW...I love my Lit Lamps so much. I got
two of them. I put one in a dark part of a hallway and I am having so much fun playing with it. I am going to put the other one behind a big plant after the Christmas tree comes down. I am going to buy one for a friend of mine for Christmas. I was so impressed with the packaging! It took me a good 15 minutes to unwrap it all...Very versatile and I am
so pleased!!Paul N.This is one of those products on social media that involves taking a bit of a chance - it looks too good to be true. However, it really is a nice product. Easy to put together, works immediately, with an intuitive remove, it brings a cool vibe to the room. I remain impressed.Adam C.I love this thing! Vibrant colors and good
vibessss....Martinez K.Absolutely happy with my lamp, thank youJayson S.The color changing lights I thought are cool. They got here from the factory very quickly. The quality of the lamps also seems to be excellent.Jacob S.The remote buttons needs to be more sensitive to press other than that it's a good item.David G.Works excellent, a bit pricy but
very niceKenny B.I love the lights. Omg the really enhance the feel of the room. They are so beautiful! This company helped me get a great discount and I bought 3 lamps. They are well made , very sturdy and sooooo easy to put together. I love them! I actually might buy more! Also they wrote back to me everytime that I had a question. They were
great to deal with. 5 out of 5 stars!!!!!SHIRLEY Z.Love the 2 lamps I ordered, however, one doesn't work so I called and Mr. Khan is supposed to be sending me a part to fix it , but have not received it, hope it comes soon ........ Thanks, Shirley Zarda sherzar@icloud.comDavid G.Easy to assemble, looks sleek and works perfect with AlexaDave S.Very
nice. Sleek and does light up the corner well. Fills the area with colorful light. I'll probably buy another.Dawn E.Had one arrive that didn't work. They shipped another out immediately. Discovered a hidden connection that wasn't connected on original after getting second one. Now they both work. Great customer service.Helene G.Works well as a
backlight to a sculptureAnne p P.I love my lambs they're beautiful I keep them on it's really just like what you see it's everything I really like them I think I might even buy more for other rooms in my homeCharlotte M.Easy to assemble and endless possibilities with colors and movement!Jon G.I got the warm white version and these are great lights.
Very low profile and great accent. I bought a few of them. One for an office with a dark corner and it looks so good and lights up the area so nicely that I moved my desk to that spot. For the other two, we have a very large open concept first floor. I put one in opposite corners where we have large plants and it makes our room look even larger. Nice
accent for the plants too. Great product. Only think I might suggest is a longer cord and a dimmer/timer, which is easy to add by the way so not critical.Jeannie F.I wish it was tallerKristofer D.These lamps look amazing. The lights are perfect with my setup I designed.Curran P.Love my lit lamp! The colors are so vibrant and the quality is excellent! I
love how I can change it whenever I want and let it run through different settings as well! Such a cool addition to my living room!Brad P.Great product worth the $Richard T.I bought 4 and passed them to friends and my yoga studio. All have loved them. Easy to assemble and it was great fun checking out all the modes.Karen B.The lamp is great and
works as intended as I wanted an up light effect for my plant in a dark corner. The only issue was they sent me a European plug adapter and I live in the US. I contacted them and they sent out the right adapter ASAP. All is good now.Hoi V.The Lit Lamp arrived quickly to CA as a house warming gift for my friends. They (women) could put it together
very quickly and just love the very cool color patterns along with the remote control. I bought 3 more for my home and another friend!Thomas S.Fantastic lights! I initially thought that they wouldn’t be bright. But Holy Cow, They are beautiful and light up everything really well. Great job to you and your teamCathy H.My son LOVES it!!!!!!Larry D.This
is one fascinating light. Still learning how to get one of the many lighting combinations. Once you start it you can’t stop watching.Glenn P.Quick shipment and easy to assemble. Love the different lighting effects and it looks great during movie night. I only took a video of it and have no pics or I’d share a pic too. Recommend for anyone on the
fence.david c.I love the lamps, have one in the living room and one in the dining room. I haven't had time yet to figure out how to use the remotes for best effect, but hope to soon.Kathryn C.It’s exactly what you expect and exactly what I wanted. :)Suzanne M.I love this lamp! It has brought so much ambience to my living room. Easy to assemble, and I
hooked it up to a "Timer" so it is on from dusk to dawn!Steven W.I love this lamp. What I love are all the different moods and colors and tones it gives my room. It,s like a different piece of music I can put on depending on my mood and energy. Love this lamp.Evelyn T.I love my lamp. Its beautiful.. It came securely packed and the quality is great!
Definitely a must have. I am thinking of getting a second one.Jennifer M.My most favorite thing I bought! I could watch the lights and all the different modes and colors all night. Beautiful!KentHad my doubts but the sample pics were too cool not to give it a try and honestly, it looks just as good in person. It does light up as shown in their pics and you
can either let it cycle through all colors, or pick the tone you want. The rolling colors from bottom to top is a cool feature as well. I bought the black finish and it looks great - doesn't stand out when it is off, kind of blends into the background but when you turn it on, it pops. Honestly takes our "theater" room to another level.Landon F.Nice colors.
Remote could use some workScottThis lamp was easy to install and looks great behind my bed.Evelyn T.Love my lamp. It arrived in perfect condition. Highly recommend this product. Well made and it’s beautifully made.Karen Y.I love them. They are so different looking and so many beautiful colors.patti s.very cool mood lighting. can be solid, bright
or not, or have different colors and moving up and down. love it in the corner.DeDe W.It’s so neat!!! And I love how I can dim the lights or brighten them and love all the options (movement and colors)! Love it!Charles Z.Cool light. I enjoy it every day!KarenI love them. I bought two and they are so cool and well made. Lots of compliments.Donald
I.Love the different colors for a cool and relaxing mood. My grandkids loved it so I bought them one also.Sheila M.The creators of THE LIT LAMP are true professionals. It came a week early. I’m going to be ordering these for all of my clients!!! A +++++++!!!!!JasonI like it a lot, but for some reason it shuts off and turns on randomly. Bit frustrating
but it is what it is.Steven B.We love ours. Have two colored lights in the bedroom, and two white lights in the living room. One on either side of the headboard and one on either side of the couch. Perfect indirect lighting. Highly recommendC C.Really cool lighting! I wish I had purchased the second one for the discounted price when I made my initial
order. Super easy to put together.nick c.It's a really great lamp!Jake S.So after many tries to obtain one of these lights, Lit Lamps finally came thru for me! My original package never showed up & boom replacement was at my door before I knew it! Light is up & working, very happy! Will be back to order another! Great service & Communication!!
Highly recommended seller!Ronald T.Excellent! Just ordered two more. The customer service is second to none! Thanks AdamS***sNo problem. Nice product. Thank youS***vOrdered in St. Petersburg, checked everything works. The goods are satisfied.Melanie D.Experienced a bit of a problem with a mix up with the shipping company and lit lamp
did their best to rectify the situation in a very timely manner. Got my light and I LOVE IT!RON T.This lamp is as advertised and this company gave outstanding service. The lamp was delivered very quickly and was very well-packed. The lamp itself is of high quality and customer service was very responsive to my inquiry. I highly recommend this
company and product. It's a little more expensive than some models advertised, however you do indeed "get what you pay for". Thanks Lit Lamp!ShopperCool. Excellent in design corner floor lamp. Order 11.11.20 came to Russia. Delivered transport company DPD 18.01.21 thanks to the seller. He supported. Answered. Good sales. I will order more
..V***nVery High quality ! Version 1,60m with command.. Perfect ! Very quickly delivered via Ups to Europa Belgium 4 working days perfectly. I recommend this seller. Product with high qualityO***aLamp chic! Ordered 11.11, delivered to Ekaterinburg 20.12 delivery DPD to the apartmentR***vVery good product. Delievery was in 2 weeks and seller
answer very fast all of requests. Highly recommend!Hannah P.I don't even have my (working) lamp yet but I have to share how wonderfully helpful their customer service is. Upon my providing pictures of damage that apparently happened in transit, they told me they were sending me a brand new one. I'm very happy, and they deserve your
business!A***rLooks Nice! Feels solid.P***oSimple, beautiful and fun. The delivery was also super fast. I recommend!G***rBeautiful Light! Fast delivery. Unfortunately the ﬁrst delivery was broken by the delivery company... But I received a full refund after sending ist back and ordered a new one.D***The ﬂoor lamp is really good-looking, and it
high-end if you put it in the living roomL***I found this very special lamp and I saw it at a glance. It has a modern feel and matches the style of the home.A***aCool everything is very beautifulY***tVery nice packing and good quality!V***nEverything is fine, everything works, delivery is fastC***nThe packaging is great, it is delivered safely and the
quality is good. I bought it after comparing it. I am very satisfied.B***hCorresponds to the descriptionL***eLove it love it love it !!!!K***rExcellent product. Easy to assemble. Fast delivery.D***yExcellent quality! Everything is securely packed, very fast delivery, A reliable seller and a very good store!
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